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In a salute to our increasing love affair with nostalgia, Kate Fraser has put together a beguiling collection of
recipes and 'anecdotes' from the kitchens of a series of fictitious characters. Between them, these engaging
men and women represent a retrospective view of New Zealand kitchens and culinary traditions. While the
characters are fictitious, the recipes come from the author's family collection, updated to include modern
ingredients, equipment and techniques. together they represent a culinary journey from the 1930s to the
present day, documenting our changing tastes. We learn about hard times in the high country in the 1930s
with Ettie, growing up in a 1940s village with Janet, see retirement through the eyes of May in the 50s,
watch Rosemary grow up in the 60s and see Marion through her first dinner party. We turn vegetarian with
Peter and Roz as they travel the world in the 70s, then we open a cordon bleu café with Barbara in the 1980s.
Simon is a popular television chef in the 90s and we come full circle with Kate who joins the Slow Food
Movement in 2000. While each is enchanting in its own right, together they combine to present a very tasty
overview, in recipes and traditions, of the development of our national food culture.
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From reader reviews:

Richard Hood:

Throughout other case, little folks like to read book Cooking Times. You can choose the best book if you
want reading a book. Providing we know about how is important any book Cooking Times. You can add
expertise and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book
you can understand everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you can be known. About simple
point until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we can easily open a book or perhaps searching
by internet system. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's learn.

John Dearman:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book particularly book
entitled Cooking Times your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every single word written in
a e-book then become one form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead of. The
Cooking Times giving you another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful
info for your better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and
mind will likely be pleased when you are finished looking at it, like winning a. Do you want to try this
extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Paul Frazier:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to you personally is Cooking Times this e-book consist a lot of the information in the
condition of this world now. This particular book was represented how do the world has grown up. The
vocabulary styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some
analysis when he makes this book. That's why this book acceptable all of you.

Walter Burchett:

Beside this specific Cooking Times in your phone, it might give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or info. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh through the oven so don't
end up being worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Cooking
Times because this book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you sometimes have book
but you do not get what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this in the hand. The
Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want
to miss the item? Find this book and also read it from today!
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